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Program for The Student Conference 2018  
 

 
12.00-13.10 Registration outside Ekman and Fries lecture halls, EBC, Norbyvägen 14 
13.15-13.25 Welcome and introduction 
 
13.25-13.40 Invited speaker Ekman lecture hall:  
 Felix Ho, Senior lecturer in Chemistry, Uppsala University 
  The humble but mighty proton - not just for pH calculations! 

 
13.25-13.40 Invited speaker Fries lecture hall:  
 Ginevra Castellano, Senior lecturer in Information Technology, Uppsala University  
 Social human-robot interaction 

  
 
 

Student presentations in Ekman lecture hall 
13.40-13.55 microTaboo: Try, fail, try again, fail better Mohammed Al-Jaff 
13.55-14.10 Surge type glacier identification based on Landsat images on Northeast Spitsbergen 

1984-2017 Shunan Feng 
14.10-14.25  Particles and photons moving into the spacetime. How does gravity affect their 
 orbits? Vasiliki Karanasou 
14.25-14.40  Heavy metals accumulation and herbivory in allotetraploid plants Silvija 

Milosavljevic  
14.40-14.55  Inaudibly visible – the low frequented communication of African elephants  
 Meret Huwiler 
14.55-15:00 Voting and award for best student presentation. Concluding remarks. 
 
Directly after the conference, upstairs in lecture room 3: Feedback session for presenters and feedback providers. 
 
 

Student presentations in Fries lecture hall 
13.40-13.55 Worm Busters Sebastian Persson, Oliver Mantovani  
13.55-14.10 A coherent look at decoherence Maor Ben-Shahar 
14.10-14.25  The mice that played - invasive species on Marion Island Oliver Hansen 
14.25-14.40 Morocco’s Green Mosque Program in the City of Marrakesh Elizabeth Gray 
14.40-14.55 Detecting genetic trade-off in local adaptation by computer-based simulation  
 Chen Chen 
14.55-15:00 Voting and award for best student presentation. Concluding remarks. 
 
Directly after the conference upstairs in lecture room 2: Feedback session for presenters and feedback providers. 
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The Student Conference 2018: Abstracts 
 

Ekman Lecture Hall 
Invited speaker Felix Ho, Senior lecturer in Chemistry, Uppsala University 
  The humble but mighty proton - not just for pH calculations! 
Despite being the smallest ion, protons play an enormously important role in a wide range of biological and 
chemical processes. Nature has come up with astonishingly elegant ways to steer the directionality and 
synchronicity of proton movements that are central to many biochemical and bioenergetic mechanisms. From 
bacteria to viruses, plants to animals, the facilitation and regulation of proton transport are crucial to an 
organism’s survival. Unravelling the details of how directional proton transport is achieved in proteins is not only 
important to our understanding of the fundamental processes of life, it can also lead to mechanistic insights that 
are applicable to molecular design in chemistry. 
 
microTaboo: Try, fail, try again, fail better Mohammed Al-Jaff 
A common challenge in bioinformatics is to identify short sub-sequences that are unique in a set of genomes or 
reference sequences, which can efficiently be achieved by various current methods. However, several areas would 
benefit from a more stringent definition of “unique”, requiring that these sub-sequences of length W differ by 
more than k mismatches from any other sub-sequence, which we term the k-disjoint problem. Examples include 
finding sequences unique to a pathogen for probe-based infection diagnostics; reducing off-target hits for re-
sequencing or genome editing; detecting sequence viral insertions; and multiple substitution mutations. Since 
both sensitivity and specificity are critical, an exhaustive, yet efficient solution is desirable. We present 
microTaboo, a method that allows for efficient and extensive sequence mining of unique (k-disjoint) sequences. 
microTaboo implements a solution to the k-disjoint problem in an alignment- and assembly free manner. We 
exemplify that microTaboo has many practical applications, including point substitution detection, sequence 
insertion detection, padlock probe target search, and candidate CRISPR target mining. 

 
Surge type glacier identification based on Landsat images on Northeast Spitsbergen 1984-2017 Shunan Feng  
The glacier surging is one of the most dramatic phenomenon of glaciers. A surging type glacier would normally 
undergo a low velocity phase for a long period of quiescence (usually 15-100 years), then accelerates for a 
relatively short time and decelerates until back to the equilibrium. Historical surge events were poorly studied in 
Northeast (NE) Spitsbergen compared to other parth of Svalbard Archipelago due to the lack of direct 
measurement. Landsat satellites provide us the longest earth observatory history record. Our study utilizes all the 
available Landsat images of maritime glaciers on Northeast Spitsbergen, Svalbard to reconstruct the glacier 
velocity during 1984-2017 based on a cross correlation method COSI-Corr. Clouds and cloud shawdows are 
masked by Fmask (Funcion of mask). A principle component analysis is performed to the re-gridded images of 
Landsat 4, 5 and 7 to match the spatial and radiometric resolution of Landsat 8. All the images are georeferenced 
at the precision of 0.01 pixels (0.15 m) by a single step discrete fourier transform. The surface texture of glaciers 
is enhanced by a high-pass filter transformation. The identification of surge events is achieved by the peak 
detection of the reconstructed glacier surface velocity. 
 
 Particles and photons moving into the spacetime. How does gravity affect their orbits? Vasiliki Karanasou 
In General Relativity, we do not talk about space and time. Instead, we talk about the continuum of the 4-
dimensional spacetime. The existence of mass in the universe curves the spacetime and the curvature determines 
how matter moves. In GR, gravity is the result of this curvature (It is not fronted as a force anymore!). Mass 
particles and real observers move into the spacetime following orbits that are called timelike worldlines. Also, 
photons move into the spacetime following orbits that are called null worldlines. In this presentation, we try to 
understand how a bundle of these orbits evolves with time and thus, how gravity affects the evolution. The time 
evolution of these orbits is described by the Raychauduri equation and with the aid of this equation, we study 
under which conditions the worldlines converge or diverge. Convergence may imply a gravitational collapse 
while divergence is relevant to the expansion of the universe. Finally, we say few words about the Focusing 
theorem and we conclude that under its assumptions, both types of worldlines get focused. 
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Heavy metals accumulation and herbivory in allotetraploid plants Silvija Milosavljevic 
Polyploidization is a process of whole genome duplication, has been documented in many plants, and is 
considered to have contributed to the adaptation to broader and novel environmental niches. In this study, 
significance of polyploidization was investigated using the tetraploid model plant Arabidopsis kamchatica and its 
parental species A. halleri and A. lyrata, in order to see how heavy metal accumulation affects herbivory of these 
plants. High leaf metal concentrations in metal hyperaccumulator plants have been hypothesized to serve as a 
defense against herbivores (shown in A. halleri). As estimates of heavy metal accumulation showed that A. 
kamchatica accumulates about half of the amount of Zn compared with A. halleri, the question that was addressed 
was whether the heavy metal accumulation by A. kamchatica is significant for the reduction of herbivory rates as 
it is in A. halleri. Using two approaches – field and laboratory experiment, and measuring herbivory rates for 
specialists and generalist herbivores, respectively, it was shown that the tetraploid A. kamchatica is less affected 
by both herbivores when treated with Zn and Cd. It has also been shown that herbivory reduction in treated vs. 
untreated A. kamchatica is less clear than that of A. halleri. In contrast, in non-accumulator parent A. lyrata heavy 
metal treatment has the least effect for herbivory. This study shows the correlation between heavy metal 
accumulation and defense against herbivores, while taking into account both diploid and tetraploid plant species, 
thereby accenting the ecological and evolutionary importance of polyploidization. 
 
Inaudibly visible – the low frequented communication of African elephants Meret Huwiler 
The low frequented acoustic communication of African bush elephants (Loxodonta africana) is mostly in the 
frequency range of 14-35 Hz, which is inaudible for humans. In the wild the elephants use this low frequented 
communication for the following situations: 

-‐ Coordination of the flock (dynamics, solidarity and protection) 
-‐ Retrieval, localization and greeting among acquainted elephants during or after a spatial separation of 

several kilometers 
-‐ Decision processes, which apply to the collective leaving of a food or water source.  

In a zoo, African bush elephants do not become separated from each other and if so, only for a short period of 
time. Neither do they have to look for food. Therefore, the need to use low-frequented communication over long 
distances is unnecessary yet they still communicate this way. So the questions are: Why do African bush 
elephants still use the low-frequented sound in the zoo, when it is not needed for the same purposes as for African 
bush elephants in the wild? Is it possible to match a certain behaviour of an African bush elephant in a zoo with a 
certain, low frequented sound? 
 

 
  Fries Lecture Hall 
 
Invited speaker Ginevra Castellano, Senior lecturer in Information Technology 
Social human-robot interaction 
Robotics is now one of a few technologies that have the potential to have an impact over the next few decades 
similar to the one that the Internet has today. One of the main reasons is that new robotics applications are 
extending the role of robots to socially assistive scenarios that aim to help people in more personal ways and 
provide not only physical, but also social support. Robots are now developed to act as assistants and companions 
for the elderly at home, as educational tutors, as therapeutic tools for children with autism, as instructors in 
industrial settings, as systems that can effectively signal their internal states and intentions to humans through 
progressively more social and human-like appearance and behaviour. This talk will give an overview of my work 
on social human-robot interaction, with examples from applications in entertainment and education. 
 
Worm Busters Sebastian Persson and Oliver Mantovani  
This year iGEM Uppsala has applied modern methods in novel ways to solve problems in a field largely 
untouched by synthetic biology. The purpose of the project is to use applied diagnostics to prevent overutilization 
of anthelmintics in horses by engineering a ‘smart’ bacterium. These bacteria would be able to report the presence 
of specific nematode parasites in a quantitative manner, allowing deworming treatments to be individualized for 
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each horse depending on the level of infection. This would minimize the risk of future anthelmintic resistance, 
helping to stem the impending problem.  
 
A coherent look at decoherence Maor Ben-Shahar 
Quantum physics is notoriously strange and counter intuitive. For starters, objects seem to have the ability to be in 
multiple states; for instance electrons can be in a state of spin up and down at the same time. They can also be in 
several places at once, and a single electron can interfere with itself. Whole atoms can behave in such ways too. 
Why then, don't we experience these things in every day life? I will discuss some facts about quantum states, their 
spooky entanglement, and most importantly touch on "decoherence", the mechanism that causes our classical 
reality to emerge out of the quantum world. 
 
The mice that played - invasive species on Marion Island Oliver Hansen 
Marion Island is situated in the Subantarctic Ocean, south east of South Africa. Despite its isolation, invasive 
species have managed to establish a population on the island. The most notorious of these invasive species are the 
house cat Felis catus and the house mouse Mus musculus. The introduction of these novel predators has led to 
many negative effects on the local fauna and flora. How and when did they arrive? How have they affected the 
island’s biodiversity? What is being done now to combat these adverse effects and what are the associated 
pitfalls? How does Marion Island compare to other subantarctic islands in terms of alien species eradication? 
 
Morocco’s Green Mosque Program in the City of Marrakesh Elizabeth Gray 
Field research and observations in the city of Marrakesh regarding the Moroccan government’s Green Mosque 
program. 
 
Detecting genetic trade-off in local adaptation by computer-based simulation Chen Chen 
Local adaptation is widely observed and plays a major role in speciation. It usually occurs when two 
subpopulations of one species are present in different areas and experience different environmental change or 
different selection processes. It is often translated into phenotypic trade-offs: individuals perform well at home 
location however perform poorly in the other area. Many studies have tried to find out whether this kind of 
phenotypic trade-off could be related with genetic trade-off, by investigating if local adaptation can be correlated 
with genetic markers. These markers can then be used to track the evolutionary process. Results were mixed. In 
some cases, we could observe a significant genetic difference, while in other cases, genetic trade-off was so 
infrequent that we cannot come to a conclusion.  By using computer-based simulation, local adaptation can be 
discussed in a rough but effective way. I confirmed that the sporadic genetic trade-off may be not a mysterious 
phenomenon but depends on the specific evolutionary stage we are. In addition, I will talk about several related 
and further simulation models. Thanks to population genetics simulated computer programs, our knowledge may 
not be confined to complicated fieldwork and unclear historical demographic changes any more. 
 
 
 
 
 

The Student Conference at the Faculty of Science and Technology, Uppsala University, is arranged by DiaNa 
Communication Training. The goal of DiaNa is to prepare students for their future careers by offering subject integrated 

training in communication skills. Oral and written presentations as well as group interaction is part of the training.   
The Student Conference offers an opportunity to listen to exciting talks and also 
 the chance to talk in front of a larger audience and to get feedback afterwards.  

Next year it may be your turn to accept the challenge! 
  

Read more on the web page:  
http://www.diana.ibg.uu.se/ 

 

 


